The brainstem nucleus hypoglossus contains motoneurons that provide the exclusive motor nerve supply to the tongue. In addition to voluntary tongue movements, tongue muscles rhythmically contract during a wide range of physiological activities, such as respiration, swallowing, chewing and sucking. Hypoglossal motoneurons are destroyed early in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), a fatal neurodegenerative disease often associated with a deficit in the transport system of the neurotransmitter glutamate.
RHYTHMIC ELECTRICAL DISCHARGES ARE NECESSARY FOR STEREOTYPIC MOTOR BEHAVIOUR
Rhythmic electrical oscillations mediate information storage and transfer within neuronal networks (Sejnowski & Paulsen 2006) . In addition, repetitive motor commands are required for behaviours based on rhythmic contractions of skeletal muscles, such as respiration (Suzue 1984; Onimaru et al. 1987; Ballanyi et al. 1999) , mastication and swallowing (Jean 2001) . These functions demand the coordinated discharges of a network of neurons that initiate and maintain the rhythmic output of motoneurons: hypoglossal motoneurons are driven by pre-motoneurons embedded in a functional ensemble termed 'central pattern generator' (Grillner 2006; Kiehn 2006; Rybak et al. 2007; Briggman & Kristan 2008) whose localization is believed to be distributed among several nuclei of the caudal brainstem. Important, yet unresolved, questions are the existence of multiple central pattern generators subserving analogous functions and the extent of their network overlap in anatomical or functional terms.
One major motor output of the brainstem is from the motoneurons of the nucleus hypoglossus that command tongue muscles to contract rhythmically during inspiratory movements, chewing, sucking, swallowing, and vocalization with different, function-related frequencies and properties (Lowe 1980) . In neurodegenerative diseases such as the bulbar form of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), the nucleus hypoglossus is among the most vulnerable (Krieger et al. 1994; Lips & Keller 1999; Laslo et al. 2001) . In ALS, pathological clonic muscle contractions often precede muscle paralysis. Hence, studying the functional characteristics of hypoglossal motoneurons can provide useful information on the integrative properties of brainstem motor networks in health and disease.
Within this framework, the activity of hypoglossal motoneurons can be considered as the functional readout of information programmed and encoded in pre-motoneuronal networks. This notion is, perhaps, too simple as it does not include the possibility that motoneurons are endowed with intrinsic rhythmogenesis and/or that small local networks lacking distinct nuclear arrangement can potently drive rhythmic discharges of motoneurons. The present study intends to show the complexity of bursting modes generated by hypoglossal motoneurons through a spectrum of mechanisms that range from intrinsic rhythmicity to network-evoked activity via a blend of functional processes related to physiological or pathological conditions.
We have investigated these issues by using, as an experimental tool, a relatively thin (approx. 250 mm) coronal slice of the neonatal rat brainstem in which the nucleus hypoglossus can be readily identified and single living motoneurons can be viewed with infrared microscopy. In our studies, we have employed whole-cell patch clamp recording from hypoglossal motoneurons together with their histochemical analysis (Sharifullina et al. , 2005 Lamanauskas & Nistri 2006 . Bursts are defined as large, sustained changes in membrane potential (or holding current) caused by periodic up and down swings of the baseline, while oscillations are more rapid, low-amplitude fluctuations.
HETEROGENEITY OF MOTONEURON RHYTHMIC BURSTING EVOKED BY NEUROMODULATORS
Can motoneurons display intrinsic bursting in the absence of a functional network? Membrane depolarization by intracellular current injection or application of high K þ solution consistently fails to trigger oscillatory activity (Sharifullina et al. 2005 (Sharifullina et al. , 2008 . Thus, unlike pre-motoneuronal networks that promptly generate rhythmic oscillations when depolarized with high K þ , hypoglossal motoneurons do not share this property whether residing in an intact slice or isolated from their connections. Nevertheless, such motoneurons can produce persistent bursts (0.43 + 0.07 Hz) when excited by the glutamate agonist N-methyl-Daspartate (NMDA) (figure 1a). This activity is reversibly blocked by inorganic Ca 2þ channel blockers like Cd 2þ (Sharifullina et al. 2008; figure 1a) . Conversely, the Na þ channel blocker tetrodotoxin can suppress bursting in a few motoneurons only.
In the majority of motoneurons recorded from a brainstem slice preparation with intact synaptic transmission, the NMDA-induced bursts tend to wane (despite sustained membrane depolarization), and are readily reinstated when the membrane potential is returned to baseline level by current injection. A significant minority of these neurons do, however, behave like persistent bursters at depolarized membrane potential. Curiously, NMDA-evoked bursts are resistant to elevated concentrations (5 -12 mM) of extracellular Mg 2þ , probably because of the widespread expression of the NR2D receptor subunit that confers poor sensitivity of NMDA receptors to Mg 2þ (Sharifullina et al. 2008) . These properties are not generalized to all brainstem motoneurons. For instance, in trigeminal motoneurons, NMDA-evoked bursting develops after the first post-natal week, shows a different Mg 2þ sensitivity and is powerfully facilitated by serotonin (Hsiao et al. 2002) . Thus, it appears that the developmental maturation of motoneuron bursting patterns starts very early for hypoglossal motoneurons. It is tempting to speculate that such a bursting represents one mechanism for rhythmic tongue contractions typical of milk sucking (Kutsuwada et al. 1996) appearing immediately after birth.
To sum up, hypoglossal motoneurons can produce rhythmic bursting elicited by NMDA through a robust mechanism that is mainly intrinsic to these cells because it is unaffected by blockers of excitatory Bursts are observed as inward current (large downward deflections) with superimposed fast oscillations; for further details, see Sharifullina et al. (2005 Sharifullina et al. ( , 2008 . or inhibitory synaptic transmission (Sharifullina et al. 2008) , and that is preserved despite fluctuations in extracellular Mg 2þ . Activation of NMDA receptors is not the only glutamatergic stimulus to induce bursting. In fact, pharmacological stimulation by 3,5-dihydroxyphenylglycine (DHPG) of subtype 1 receptors of group I metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluR; widely expressed in the brainstem; Del Negro & Chandler 1998) evokes a characteristic pattern of bursting (6.5 + 0.6 Hz) that falls within the range of the so-called theta oscillations (Sharifullina et al. 2005 ; figure 1b). These bursts, which are preceded by a significant rise in cell input resistance and are usually accompanied by fast oscillations (18 + 8 Hz; see rapid transients in figure 1b), are insensitive to NMDA receptor blockers and are due to a large enhancement of AMPA receptor-mediated responses at the network and motoneuron levels . Bursting is apparently paced by the cyclic activation of K ATP conductances, thus linking electrical discharges to the cell energy metabolism. Current clamp recording indicates that, during bursting, motoneuron spikes appear only at the peak of each burst, in contrast to the irregular firing emerging when the same cell is depolarized to a comparable level of membrane potential (Sharifullina et al. 2005) . Hence, bursts strongly constrain the firing pattern of motoneurons and amplify AMPA receptor-mediated synaptic inputs. While the theta frequency of bursts induced by DHPG is too fast for the normal inspiratory rhythm of in vivo normoxic animals, it is likely that mGluR activation (even if not involved in eupnoea) contributes to the expression of the respiratory rhythm (Li & Nattie 1995) .
Bursting emerging in the presence of DHPG is, therefore, an example of the mixed origin of such electrical events, namely coincidence of increased excitatory synaptic activity and enhanced sensitivity of motoneurons to these inputs .
Our studies have indicated that theta frequency bursts can also be generated by an almost exclusively pre-synaptic mechanism of facilitation of glutamate release. Our former experiments have indicated that ambient acetylcholine facilitates glutamate release (Quitadamo et al. 2005) . When nicotinic receptors are stimulated by nicotine (Lamanauskas & Nistri 2006) , bursting (5.6 + 0.3 Hz) appears with some delay after the initial inward current and is associated with a large increase in the frequency of glutamatergic synaptic events. Thus, oscillations emerge once network excitability is strongly heightened and abruptly disappear when the network excitability falls below threshold. Under these experimental conditions, bursting requires continuous activation of nicotinic receptors, and lasts for approximately 10 min, suggesting that nicotinic
TBOA ( receptor desensitization develops slowly. As in the case of DHPG-elicited bursting, nicotine-evoked bursting transforms the irregular firing of motoneurons into a time-locked pattern in coincidence with the peak of each oscillatory event (Lamanauskas & Nistri 2006) . Interestingly, nicotine-evoked bursting is suppressed by AMPA receptor blockers (though insensitive to NMDA receptor antagonism) or by group I mGluR antagonists. These observations suggest that nicotine-induced bursting requires a robust release of endogenous glutamate acting concurrently via AMPA as well as metabotropic receptors.
FACTORS RESPONSIBLE FOR MOTONEURON BURSTING
Throughout these investigations, it was apparent that bursting could be observed in the majority of hypoglossal motoneurons, though a significant number of them never generated bursts. For instance, 75 per cent of motoneurons typically exhibit NMDA-induced bursting (Sharifullina et al. 2008) , while for DHPG- (Sharifullina et al. 2005 ) and nicotine-induced (Lamanauskas & Nistri 2006) bursting the percentage is 40-50%. Although one might assume that the stronger excitation elicited by NMDA versus DHPG or nicotine is an important factor to increase bursting occurrence, other processes are probably implicated as well.
One contributor is synaptic inhibition mediated by gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) and glycine (Marchetti et al. 2002) . In all tests with different protocols to evoke bursts, pharmacological block of GABA A and glycine receptors consistently raises the likelihood of observing bursts without changing burst properties like frequency or duration. It is noteworthy that, unlike spinal networks (Bracci et al. 1996) , pharmacological block of synaptic inhibition in the brainstem slice does not elicit bursting of hypoglossal motoneurons.
While diverse bursting patterns are induced with different protocols and show distinctive sensitivity to pharmacological agents, there is one common property consistently shared in every condition tested, namely the dependence on electrical coupling of motoneurons. Previous studies have identified electrical coupling between hypoglossal motoneurons under in vivo and in vitro conditions using dye coupling or electrophysiological recording (Mazza et al. 1992; Rekling et al. 2000) . Figure 2a shows an example of strong, bidirectional coupling between adjacent motoneurons in the brainstem slice preparation (Sharifullina et al. 2005) in which, during bursting evoked by DHPG, two hypoglossal motoneurons are simultaneously recorded under voltage (upper record) and current (lower record) conditions. Signal coupling between burst currents and spikes is 1 : 1, with strong cross correlation as indicated by the plot in figure 2b. It seems likely that electrical coupling depends on gap junctions sensitive to carbenoxolone (100 mM) as demonstrated in figure 2c , in which this agent suppresses electrical coupling between the two motoneurons as well as their synchronous DHPGinduced bursting. The expression of various types of connexins in the neonatal and adult rat brainstem (Solomon et al. 2001; Solomon 2003) indicates that the neurons probably synchronize their bursting activity through these membrane proteins specialized in interneuronal communication. The electrical equivalent of this communication is the presence of 'spikelets' and 'burstlets', namely the action potentials and the depolarization waves spread via gap junction that recruit, excite and coordinate motoneuron discharge patterns (Sharifullina et al. 2005) . Bursts are, therefore, the summated expression of synchronized depolarization and firing occurring in a group of motoneurons. This interpretation accords with the poor voltage sensitivity of bursts (Sharifullina et al. 2005 (Sharifullina et al. , 2008 because their origin comes from functionally interconnected cells rather than from ligand and/or voltage-gated channels of single motoneurons.
To express and support bursting, the interplay among complex conductance mechanisms is necessary. For example, in the case of NMDA, it is proposed that the activity of persistent inward currents, fast Na þ current activation/inactivation and rhythmic activation and deactivation of K þ conductances pace the oscillation frequency (Sharifullina et al. 2008) . Nevertheless, sustained NMDA-dependent bursting detected in the majority of motoneurons requires the drive by a few (electrically coupled) motoneurons that continuously burst (or fire) and, thus, provide strong excitation to the functionally coupled network of motoneurons. This notion is supported by the presence of hypoglossal nerve bursting even when concomitant recording from a single motoneuron shows burst fading (Sharifullina et al. 2008) .
In networks of similar integrate-and-fire neurons, different network patterns depend on the strength of electrical coupling (Chow & Kopell 2000) . Furthermore, this process may amplify the parameter range over which initially uncoupled neurons can start bursting (Soto-Trevinõ et al. 2005), especially because a neuromodulator (for example, DHPG or nicotine) can modify intrinsic properties, gap junctions and synaptic inputs, thereby changing the effective compartmental structure of the network (Soto-Trevinõ et al. 2005).
GROUP BURSTERS
Hypoglossal motoneurons are not endowed with spontaneous rhythmicity. To express synchronous, repeated discharges, several conditions must be met, among which, as shown earlier, the presence of electrical coupling or synchronous excitatory synaptic drive is of paramount importance. Hence, bursting is not due to the activity of pacemakers, but is an emergent property (Del Negro et al. 2002) of the pre-motoneuron/ motoneuron network where the fundamental unit of oscillation is an ensemble of neurons (with similar intrinsic properties) that become rhythmically active through chemical and electrotonic excitatory synaptic interactions (Rekling & Feldman 1998 ). These concepts have been applied to brainstem respiratory neurons, leading to the proposal of 'group pacemakers' (Feldman & Del Negro 2006) . This model is also useful for interpreting data concerning hypoglossal motoneurons that may be viewed as 'group bursters', bound together in a synchronous oscillatory activity by neuromodulators that raise motoneuron and premotoneuron excitability via facilitation of synaptic inputs and neuronal conductances.
Experimental and theoretical studies of cortical networks (Eytan & Marom 2006) have indicated that a threshold-governed, synchronized population event follows the logistics of neuronal recruitment in an effectively scale-free connected network in which synchronization time does not increase markedly with network size. It is likely that similar principles apply to the group bursters of hypoglossal motoneurons.
PATHOPHYSIOLOGICAL BURSTING
Hypoglossal motoneurons are particularly sensitive to neurodegenerative diseases like ALS, whose early symptoms include slurred speech, dysphagia and tongue biting. A large number of patients show abnormally high concentrations of glutamate in their cerebrospinal fluid and impaired glutamate uptake by glia. For these reasons it has been argued that ALS may be caused by excitotoxicity of motoneurons due to their continuous over-stimulation by glutamate (Cleveland & Rothstein 2001; Rowland & Shneider 2001; Bruijn et al. 2004; Rao & Weiss 2004) . Excitotoxicity is thought to involve production of free oxygen radicals and oxidative stress with depletion of cell energy metabolism (Rao & Weiss 2004) . Rare cases of genetically transmitted ALS show a mutation of the enzyme superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1) that normally scavenges these toxic compounds. Neonatal hypoglossal motoneurons from SOD1 mutant mice show enhanced excitability and synaptic inputs long before the onset of neurological symptoms (van Zundert et al. 2008) .
Consistent with the view that glutamate can induce excitotoxicity of hypoglossal motoneurons is the demonstration that pharmacological inhibition by DL-threo-b-benzyloxyaspartate (TBOA; 50 mM) of the glutamate transporters elicits a deadly motoneuron bursting pattern that leads to patchy loss of motoneurons as demonstrated by . The TBOA-evoked bursting is clearly an emergent property of motoneurons that require efficient network activity to exhibit this pattern accompanied by strong enhancement in excitatory synaptic transmission, neuronal recruitment, massive depolarization and burst firing. Interestingly, TBOA bursts occur even in a minislice of the brainstem, which essentially excludes the reticular formation: this result is consistent with the view of scale-free group bursters synchronized independently from network size.
Unlike bursts observed following the application of neuromodulators, TBOA burst currents are very slow (occurring on average once every 2 min), very long (35 + 2 s) and much larger than those produced by NMDA or DHPG. However, only approximately one-third of motoneurons show TBOA bursting, though block of synaptic inhibition significantly increases bursting occurrence. TBOA bursts possess certain characteristics similar to those of the less dramatic bursts induced by neuromodulators, namely they are synchronous between electrically coupled motoneurons and are fully suppressed by carbenoxolone and glutamate receptor antagonists.
The spatio-temporal evolution of TBOA bursts can be monitored with patch clamping and intracellular Ca 2þ imaging . Bursting motoneurons are scattered throughout the nucleus hypoglossus and show gradual elevation in their baseline Ca 2þ with repeated transients. In a number of them, bursting is replaced by a massive, irreversible inward current and a persistently high level of intracellular Ca 2þ , suggesting severe cell damage. Histochemical analysis has confirmed significant loss of hypoglossal motoneurons, a phenomenon prevented by carbenoxolone or glutamate receptor blockers.
Our observations suggest that inhibition of glutamate uptake can have a deadly effect on motoneurons, that this is not a generalized phenomenon within the nucleus hypoglossus and that those motoneurons that display large bursts are probably those that later die.
As riluzole is the only drug licensed for delaying ALS disease progression in man, it may be useful to find out if riluzole can block TBOA bursts and motoneuron loss in the brainstem slice model. Furthermore, it is important, for ALS cellular pathophysiology, to understand whether the deleterious effect of TBOA is mediated by free oxygen radicals in analogy with the scenario proposed for SOD1-mutated ALS (Rao & Weiss 2004) .
A MODEL TO PREDICT IF DRUGS CAN BLOCK THE EXCITOTOXIC DAMAGE OF HYPOGLOSSAL MOTONEURONS
Riluzole has complex pharmacological effects on brainstem motoneurons. At low concentrations (5-10 mM), the main targets of its action are pre-synaptic inhibition of the release of glutamate and suppression of voltagegated persistent inward currents mediated by Na þ and Ca 2þ (Lamanauskas & Nistri 2008) . It seems likely that these combined effects contribute to limit motoneuron excitability and, perhaps, to retard the relentless progression of ALS. Although riluzole can block nicotine-evoked bursting (Lamanauskas & Nistri 2008) , it seems useful to explore whether riluzole can suppress the much stronger TBOA-evoked bursts. Figure 3a shows that, under current clamp conditions, riluzole (5 mM), applied after the onset of bursting, suppresses this phenomenon. Bursts are blocked within 319 + 138 s without significant change in their period or duration, or in baseline membrane potential. Similarly, motoneuron damage (monitored on the basis of propidium iodide staining) following TBOA application is also limited by applying riluzole after TBOA ( figure 3b,c) .
These data suggest that TBOA bursting is a useful in vitro model to test the efficiency of neuroprotective drugs to inhibit excitotoxicity and pathological discharges of brainstem motoneurons.
ARE EXCITOTOXICITY AND OXIDATIVE STRESS TWO CLOSELY KNITTED PATHWAYS TO MOTONEURON DAMAGE?
The aetiology and pathogenesis of sporadic ALS remain poorly understood in terms of known environmental toxic agents. Current theories favour 'convergence' of excitotoxicity and oxidative stress as the two cell processes concurring to produce motoneuron death in ALS (Cleveland & Rothstein 2001; Bruijn et al. 2004; Rao & Weiss 2004) . Hence, if a strong excitotoxic stimulus prompts damage via oxidative stress, one may test whether oxidative stress implies excitotoxicity or, at least, changes in motoneuron excitability similar to those evoked by excitotoxicity. Hydrogen peroxide (H 2 O 2 ) is a natural neuromodulator (at low mM concentrations; Kamsler & Segal 2004) as well as a robust donor of free oxygen radicals to evoke severe oxidative stress (at mM concentrations) downstream of SOD1 activity (Kato et al. 2004; Nicholls 2004) . Figure 4a shows that 1 mM H 2 O 2 evokes complex effects on hypoglossal motoneurons, which, in most cases, are actually opposite to those elicited by TBOA.
Thus, H 2 O 2 induces a slow depolarization (8 mV) accompanied by increased firing in response to current injection from similar baseline membrane potential, probably due to a depression of the spike afterhyperpolarization that normally contributes to spike frequency accommodation (figure 4b). In contrast to TBOA bursting, H 2 O 2 induces a significant rise in motoneuron input resistance ( figure 4c ) and large depression of all synaptic events without the emergence of any oscillatory activity (figure 4d ). The effects elicited by H 2 O 2 are insensitive to blockers of excitatory or inhibitory synaptic transmission. Hence, oxidative stress paradoxically makes motoneurons more isolated from their network and yet more intrinsically excitable. This condition is indeed associated with oxidative stress damage of motoneurons as shown in figure 5a ,b, where this process is assessed on the basis of the rhodamine 123 marker.
It is interesting to compare the acute action of H 2 O 2 with the motoneuron phenotype of the mutated SOD1 mice with aberrant handling of reactive oxygen species (van Zundert et al. 2008) . In either case, hypoglossal motoneurons fire more intensely: however, in the mutant, the persistent Na þ current is enhanced without change in input resistance or afterhyperpolarization. The consequence of acute application of H 2 O 2 to wild-type motoneurons is, on the other hand, depression of the persistent inward current and increased input resistance. Because data from SOD1 mutant motoneurons have been collected in the pre-symptomatic phase, it seems likely that they indicate compensatory mechanisms to cope with the results of gene mutation before the disease flares up. 
CONCLUSIONS
In vitro studies of hypoglossal motoneurons have disclosed new properties that, rather than being simple operators of motor programmes generated by central pattern generators, appear to contribute to a variety of repetitive motor patterns essential for physiological functions. Nevertheless, the appearance of deranged motor patterns may indicate impending motoneuron damage and might represent a predictive model to assess potential pharmacological agents against neurodegenerative diseases like ALS. 
